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ABSTRACT 
The clustering research is regarding the area of data mmmg and 
implementation of the clustering algorithms. The image clustering is major part of 
data mining where study about how to binds the similar data together in a cluster and 
show the meaningful data. There are many algorithm for analysing clustering each 
having its own method to do clustering. This clustering technique increasingly 
common and has yield many insights into segmentation factors, would effect image 
functioning and performance. The enormous researches going on extract image with 
background subtraction. We focus on the outlier detection and background 
subtraction on image. This project proposed a two color segmentation techniques 
such as K-means and Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm that are accurately 
segment the desired images, which have the same color as the pre-selected pixels 
with background subtraction. In the software development testing we examine image 
based clustering, as we can used clustering by distance base, by pixel (red, green, 
blue) value etc. , The problem is solved by region based method which is based on 
connect component and background detection techniques. The appropriate Java 
codes are developed for solve this task. The developed patterns are applied in the 
field ofreal-time analysis. Finally, the algorithm found, which would solve the image 
segmentation problem. 
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